ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Despite a rapid development of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) the open water model experiments remain the basic source of information about the hydrodynamic characteristics of ship propellers. This information is later used for determination of the powering performance of real, full scale ships. As the complete hydrodynamic similarity between model experiments and full scale operation of propellers cannot be achieved, the appropriate methods for correction of the so called scale effect had to be developed and implemented in order to convert the hydrodynamic characteristics of a propeller model into their full scale equivalent. The differences between the model and full scale propeller characteristics arise mainly due to a marked difference in model and full scale Reynolds numbers, hence they are connected to viscous flow effects in both scales. The differences are illustrated in Fig. 1 , showing the scale effect on propeller efficiency. The ideal (inviscid) efficiency does not depend on scale, therefore it is shown as a horizontal line. The real (viscous) flow around propeller model and full scale propeller exhibits pronounced scale effects. Accurate determination of the scale effects is the subject of research described in this paper.
Scale effects may be studied in experimental and numerical way. Suitably controlled experiments in model scale are relatively easy, but their full scale equivalents are almost impossible to conduct. Therefore, the CFD and other numerical methods may be helpful in studying the problem.
The research described in this paper has been undertaken by two ship hydrodynamic centres, namely the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA), Germany, and Ship Design and Research Centre (CTO SA), Gdansk, Poland. The joint project included model experiments conducted both in cavitation tunnels and towing tanks, together with CFD and lifting surface/surface panel potential flow calculations. The objective was to assess the adequacy of currently used methods for scale effect corrections to the geometry of contemporary ship propellers and, if possible, to suggest modifications of these methods.
RESEARCH AT THE HAMBURG SHIP MODEL BASIN (HSVA)

Introductory considerations
Usually the model -test -based prediction of the power at the full scale propeller involves tests in two Reynolds number ranges. In the ship self-propulsion mode the model propeller has to obey Froude similarity and appropriately defined Reynolds numbers Re 0.7 are around 5*10 5 (see below for definition). In addition to support the power prediction process open water tests are performed in the towing tank at moderate Reynolds numbers (Re 0.7 ≈ 1*10 6 ). In both cases there exists a Reynolds number range characterized by a mixture of turbulent and laminar flow on the propeller blade surface (laminar from the leading edge to a certain transition range and turbulent after switching).
Scaling procedures for propeller efficiency are to provide a good estimation for surface friction effects. In any scale they have to divide the propeller performance into two contributions. One part is valid under the absence of surface friction and thus is only counting forces normal to the propeller blade surface. For simplicity the low-order scaling methods consider this (dominating) share as not influenced by the Reynolds number. To arrive at the other share one has to estimate tangentially directed blade surface forces. The local magnitude of such forces may give a complex surface pattern, especially if the above mentioned transition results in a more or less equal share of laminar and turbulent flow on the blade.
A strip method was considered as a good compromise between treating surface friction in a reasonably detailed way and being still robust and quick. Accordingly, such a procedure was to be developed up to a quality and robustness which would allow using it as a new standard method and replace HSVA's former scaling procedure according to Lerbs/Meyne [5] .
Principles of a new strip method
The quality of a scaling method may be expressed by its ability to deduce the inviscid propeller (no surface friction acting) from any Reynolds number level. To quantify a Reynolds number level a unique Reynolds number may be defined by Re 0.7 .
where: ω -angular frequency, u -axial inflow velocity, r 0.7 -70% of propeller radius, c 0.7 -chord at r 0.7 , ν -kinematic viscosity).
The bigger problem for scaling is considered to occur at model scale level, but it can hardly be proved whether a method performs well in this range or not. The problem with ranking scaling methods is related to the fact that the inviscid propeller is hard to access experimentally and numerically.
Using a strip method gives at least a chance to resolve the mixture of laminar and turbulent flow at any radial position. As a basic characteristic of friction on a propeller blade a Reynolds number range is to be considered (instead of relying on one unique Reynolds Number like Re 0.7 ). Basically the Reynolds number changes strongly along the radius due to the local rotational speed. The strip method accounts for this situation. Furthermore, it accounts for the blade outline as well as for the blade pitch distribution and sums up friction effects from the set of strips that built up the blade.
This principle is displayed in Fig. 2 , showing a coarse arrangement of strips and a color code to indicate the significance of each strip. Each strip has its local pitch and converts section drag into a local mixture of axial and circumferential force components. Finally, the latter shares are summed up to arrive at a thrust coefficient correction ΔK T and a torque coefficient adjustment ΔK Q for the whole propeller. In a review of HSVA's former standard procedure (the Lerbs/Meyne-method) the following improvements, together with the introduction of a strip method, were considered: -address full scale in a more definite manner compared to the standard methods (Lerbs/Meyne-method [5] The idea to use two friction lines for either the open water mode or the propulsion mode shall reflect different characters of the incoming flow. The lines are related to different degrees of turbulence in the arriving flow affecting the mixture of laminar and turbulent regimes on the blade surface. Fig. 3 gives the basic friction lines representing section drag in a normalized form, which is to be linked to the drag D of a strip (supposed to act in the direction of the nose-tail line) by means of: (1) where: c -represents the chord of the strip, dr -its radial extension V 0 -the relevant velocity, the latter including rotation and advance of the strip. 
Validation and correlation of the new HSVA procedure
The inviscid propeller concept is detailed in Fig. 4 . One might avoid this idea and reduce the process of scaling to finding the difference between friction forces in model scale and in full scale. This view may however suggest certain simplicity and it is recommended here to retain the "back and forth"-view as given in Fig. 4 .
For an experimental based access to the inviscid propeller it is considered reasonable to reduce mixture effect from simultaneous appearance of laminar and turbulent flow as far as possible. In the experiments it was aimed at the largest Reynolds numbers achievable with existing propeller hardware and test facilities. It was expected that by doing so the above mentioned mixtures effects were reduced and the prospects for ranking scaling procedures were enhanced. At HSVA the large model propellers were tested in the largest conventional cavitation tunnel (where the measuring equipment can stand higher forces and moments as the towing tank hardware). Ensuring that turbulent flow becomes dominant on the blade surface it was considered that empirical lines for pure turbulent blade surface friction can be used to arrive at a good estimation of viscous forces.
Evaluating these tests it was soon noticed that the standard ITTC'78 method and the 'Lerbs/Meyne'-method previously applied at HSVA, may treat full scale friction effects too conservatively. For the ITTC'78 method this is obvious from Fig. 4 , where for propeller 2004 the full scale η was predicted slightly below model scale efficiency (using the standard roughness setting). This finding rather supports the necessity of a detailed treatment of viscous effect in the range of full scale Reynolds numbers (which was not addressed in the Lerbs/Meyne-method). It gives no further arguments for the necessity of a strip method.
Besides the propeller efficiency scaling process, the evaluation of propulsion test results for a full scale power prediction involves other correction steps, among which are wake-scaling and added resistance. It was an essential demand for the modification of propeller efficiency scaling, that it should not lead to a general shift of predicted full scale power (in the mean sense). This led to the necessity to run a lot of comparative evaluations of propulsion tests results in both ways, applying the previous process and the new strip method. For a particular propeller Fig. 5 gives a comparison of either method when applied over the whole range of advance ratios J. The focus is on the efficiency η = J · K T /2πK Q , where in the figure η OPEN WATER stands for the unaltered measured quantity; η FS and η PROPULSION are related to full scale and propulsion test, respectively. It may be considered a drawback of the previous approach, that in some particular cases (the given example belongs to this set) the steps between the 3 relevant efficiencies seem to be of reversed order. The strip method predicts the propulsion mode efficiency closer to η OPEN WATER and further from η FS and not opposite, as the former approach does. 
It was considered reasonable to post-process RANS results in a manner that section drag can be presented strip-wise to allow for a direct comparison with the strip method. The procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . The integration of forces generated by shear is confined to a strip and local velocities and the strip area are taken for reference to calculate a section drag coefficient by using the above given C D -formula. For the same propeller the C D values obtained from the strip method approach may be collected.
Fig. 7. Shear force distributions from RANS results, used to derive a strip -wise resolution of section drag (due to shear) for comparison with strip method results
Fig . 8 gives C d results plotted against the radius, referencing RANS calculations performed with the HSVA's in-house solver FreSCo and strip method assumptions by using the above given section drag lines. As the RANS solver was assuming turbulent flow starting from the leading edge it was expected that it would reveal a different behaviour over the radius. The relation of measured shaft power from trials to predicted shaft power from propulsion tests should improve with the new correction method, though (in the mean sense) the predictions should not deviate too much from the HSVA's former procedure. 
RESEARCH AT THE SHIP DESIGN AND RESEARCH CENTRE (CTO SA)
Alternative formulae for lift and drag of propeller blade sections
The currently used ITTC78 procedure [4] for development of scale effect corrections for propeller thrust and torque is often criticized in three aspects: -the formulae for propeller scale effect are based on the equivalent blade section at 0.75 radius, therefore they may be inadequate for contemporary propeller geometries, especially these with high skewback and strongly nonuniform radial pitch distributions, -the formulae used for calculation of blade section drag may be not accurate enough, -the scale effect on blade section lift may have to be included ( [8] ).
The alternative formula for blade section drag coefficient, in model and full scale alike, considered in this paper in Variants 3 and 4 below, has the following form (taken from [1] ):
The formula for scale effect on blade section lift coefficient considered in this paper in Variant 3 below, has the following form (also taken from [1] ):
C LV = 2πμ 1 (α + μ 2 α 0 ) (3) where:
Model propellers used in the experiments and calculations
Altogether three propeller models were analyzed at CTO SA: one of them (P629) has a more traditional geometry, resembling the B Wageningen -series propellers, and the other two are highly skewed propellers CP312 and CP416. Only the results for highly skewed propellers are presented in this article. The geometry of the propeller CP312 is shown in Fig. 10 , and the geometry of propeller CP416 is presented in Fig. 11 . The geometry and results for the propeller P629 may be found in [3] .
Towing tank model experiments at CTO SA
The open water experiments with the above presented propeller models were conducted in the large towing tank of CTO SA. The standard open-water diagrams of both propeller models were measured. Apart from that, the influence of Reynolds number on the propeller hydrodynamic characteristics was measured for the given advance coefficients by changing the rotational speed of the models within the range permitted by the available measuring equipment and the maximum possible advance velocity of the towing tank carriage. The Reynolds coefficients, but they do not reach the Reynolds numbers considered in calculations below. Therefore they cannot be used for direct validation of the results of different variants of calculation presented below in Fig. 16, 17, 18 and 19. The well-established and thoroughly validated lifting surface program UPCA92 for analysis of propeller operation in non-uniform velocity field [9] , was used. The program was modified in such a way that it produced the complete open-water diagram of propellers at the required scale. In the calculations the propeller rate of rotation was usually kept constant and the advance velocity was varied in order to produce the required values of the advance coefficient. In the CFD calculations the meshing and flow simulations are performed with the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver StarCCM+ from CD-Adapco. The code solves the RANS and continuity equations in integral form on a polyhedral mesh by means of the finite volume technique. The Reynolds stress problem is solved by means of "realizable" k-ε turbulence model. As in the open-water situation the propeller inflow is uniform the moving reference frame approach is applied. The solution domain was chosen such as to extend 10 propeller diameters in front of the propeller, 3 diameters in the radial direction and 5 diameters behind the propeller. The computational grid was constructed of about 900 000 polyhedral elements. The details of the calculation technique may be found in [2] .
Tab. 1. Reynolds numbers in tank tests and in calculations at CTO SA (all values *10 6 )
Open-water tests in towing tank
The CFD calculations were carried out for advance coefficients in the range from J = 0.0 to J = 1.0, following the above defined model and full-scale conditions for the lifting surface calculations. The computed thrust and torque on the propeller were converted into the dimensionless thrust coefficient, torque coefficient, and the propeller open-water efficiency was calculated. The study of the flow field shows that the phenomena occurring in the flow (pressure distribution, tip vortices etc) are typical for propeller flow and can be considered qualitatively correct.
In Fig. 14 is shown the calculated distribution of the local viscous shear stress and pressure distribution on the suction side of the model propeller CP416. The distribution of shear stress supports the idea of dividing the blade surface into strips and calculating friction forces separately for each strip. The analogous results for full scale presented in Fig. 15 do not support the idea of dividing the blade surface into strips in an equally clear way. However, it is visible that the shear stresses are distributed over the blade surface in a strongly non-uniform way and describing them with a single drag coefficient is a very far reaching approximation. The results of computations for the propeller CP312 are shown in Fig. 16 and 17 in the form of scale effect corrections related to the model scale values of respective parameters at the lowest Reynolds number, i.e. at 13 rps. The scale effect corrections are shown for the design advance coefficient of the propeller equal to J = 0.5. Fig. 16 shows the corrections for propeller torque coefficient and Fig. 17 -for propeller openwater efficiency.
The scope of the calculations and the form of presentation of the results for propeller CP416 in Fig. 18 and 19 are identical to those for propeller CP312. The design advance coefficient is now J = 0.9.
The above presented results of lifting surface and CFD calculations may be summarized in the following way, assuming CFD results as the level of reference: -the classical ITTC78 formulae produce too high corrections for propeller torque, effectively under-estimating this parameter in full scale; this may lead to the development of hydrodynamically "too heavy" propeller designs; -the classical ITTC78 procedure significantly over-estimates the increase in propeller open-water efficiency in full scale as compared with model scale; this may cause too optimistic predictions of ship powering performance; -the integration of the locally defined ITTC78 corrections along the propeller radius does not produce visible changes in the results when the presence of laminar/turbulent flow in model scale is not taken into account; -variant 3 based on the alternative formulae for blade section lift and drag produces too high corrections for propeller thrust, but comparison with ITTC78 -based results shows that some smaller scale effect on lift may need to be included in the scaling procedure in order to improve correlation of the thrust correction with CFD results, -the alternative formula for blade section drag, used in Variants 3 and 4, seems to predict scale effect corrections for torque much better than the original ITTC78 formula.
GENERAL CONCLUSION
The research performed both at HSVA and CTO SA leads to the following general conclusions: -the currently used procedures for propeller scale effect corrections require modifications in order to keep up with the advanced propeller designs and advanced experimental and numerical techniques; -to develop the reliable new procedures is difficult due to the complicated nature of the involved physical phenomena; -the incorporation of the new formulae for blade section drag coefficients, taking into account the mixed laminar/turbulent flow in model scale, is a promising concept which requires further investigation; -the incorporation of the scale effect on blade section lift may be also the way to improve the current scale effect procedures. 
